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ABSTRACT: The sister pressure vessels at the BR3 and Yankee Rowe PWR plants were
operated at lower-than-usual temperature («260°C) and their plates were austenitized at higher-
than-usual temperature (« 970°C)- a heat treatment leading to a coarser microstructure than is
typical for the fine grain plates considered in development of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.99. The
surveillance programs provided by Westinghouse for the two plants were limited to the same
A302-B plate representative of the Rowe vessel upper shell plate; this material displayed outlier
behavior characterized by a 41J. Charpy-V Notch shift significantly larger than predicted by
Regulatory Guide 1.99. Because lower irradiation temperature and nickel alloying are generally
considered detrimental to irradiation sensitivity, there was a major concern that the nickel-modified
lower Rowe plate and the nickel-modified BR3 plate may become too embrittled to satisfy the
toughness requirements embodied in the PTS screening criterion. This paper compares three
complementary studies undertaken to clarify these uncertainties: 1) The accelerated irradiation and
test program launched in 1990 by Yankee Atomic Electric Company using typical vessel plate
materials containing 0.24% copper at two nickel levels: YAl, 0.63% (A533-B) and YA9, 0.19%
(A302-B). These were heat-treated to produce the coarse and fine grain microstructures
representative of the Yankee/BR3 and the Regulatory Guide plates, respectively; 2) The BR3
surveillance and vessel testing program: this vessel was wet-annealed in 1984, relicensed for
operation till the plant shutdown in 1987, and was trepanned in early 1995; 3) The accelerated
irradiations in the Belgian test reactor BR2 of the Yankee coarse grain plates YAl and YA9
together with BR3 vessel specimens extracted at nozzle elevation, a location with negligible
radiation exposure. It is contended that the PTS screening criterion was never attained by the BR3
and Rowe plates, and that the BR3 vessel anneal was neither necessary nor efficient Furthermore,
the practice to index fracture toughness to an absorbed energy level of 41 Joules in the CVN
impact test is challenged in light of micromechanical modeling considerations and of supportive
three-point slow bend precracked Charpy tests of the BR3 and YAl plates. Finally, the sensitivity
of embrittlement, annealing and post-anneal reembrittlement to irradiation temperature, nickel and
other alloying or impurity elements is discussed, with a view to justify reducing the conservatism
of regulatory prescriptions for these materials.

KEYWORDS: Low alloy steel, reactor pressure vessel, embrittlement, annealing, fracture
toughness, microstructure, damage modeling, micromechanics, safety.
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1. CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVE

The sister pressure vessels at the BR3 and Yankee Rowe PWR plants were operated at lower-
than-usual temperature («260°C) and their plates were austenitized at higher-than-usual
temperature (« 970°C)- a heat treatment leading to a coarser microstructure than is lypical for
the fine grain plates considered in development of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.99. The
surveillance programs provided by Westinghouse for the two plants were limited to the same
A302-B (0.19% copper) plate representative of the Rowe vessel upper shell plate [1] and did
not consider the higher, possibly detrimential, nickel content of the nickel-modified Yankee
lower shell and BR3 plates. Unfortunately, the A302-B surveillance material was found to
display outlier behavior characterized by a 41J. Charpy-V Notch (CVN) shift substantially
larger than predicted by Regulatory Guide 1.99. In particular, the 41J. CVN- shift of this
Yankee/BR3 surveillance plate is significantly larger than the 41J.-shift of the compositionaliy
similar, fine grain A302-B reference plate [2], and this was tentatively considered to stem from
the difference of prior-austenite grain sizes. However, the irradiation sensitivity of these A302-
B surveillance and reference plates is the same when considered in terms of tensile properties
and of fracture appearance transition temperature (FATT) shifts [3]. Two recent studies have
thoroughly examined this issue and have quantified the micromechanically-based reasons for
unfitness of the 41J. CVN temperature to be an appropriate indexing indicator for fracture
toughness [3][4], The A302-B type welds at the Doel-1,-11 Belgian power plants have been
found to be similarly affected by this problem [5]. This has generated further impetus to
develop and demonstrate a proposed "enhanced surveillance" technology [6] combining state-
of-the-art micromechanical and damage modeling to the evaluation of CVN load-deflection
signals, tensile stress-strain curves and slow-bend tests of reconstituted, precracked Charpy
(PCCV) specimens [7]. Sampling and testing the vessel at the BR3 plant under
decommissioning is one among the demonstration projects for this novel approach, and is one
thrust of the present paper. This Belgian effort is furthermore placed in perspective with related
programmes at Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC), at EPRI and at DOE.

In 1990, Yankee Atomic launched an accelerated irradiation and test program using typical
vessel plate materials conservatively containing 0.24% copper (Yankee and BR3 plates contain
0.18-0.20%) at two nickel levels: YA1, 0.63% (A533-B) and YA9, 0.19% (A302-B); these
were heat-treated to produce the coarse and fine grain microstructures representative of the
Yankee/BR3 and the Regulatory Guide plates, respectively. The irradiation and test matrix is
well documented and extensive [8]: it encompasses three microstructures for each plate
("coarse", "fine" and the finest, i.e. plate "surface"), up to three neutron fluences in the range
1-5 E19 cm"2 (>lMeV) at 260°C and some confirmatory tests for one fluence at 288°C; it
includes selected qualification exposures and tests of plate HSST-02. The coarse grain and
surface versions of YA1 and YA9 have been provided for the DOE program: the DOE's LWR
Technology Center at Sandia National Laboratories conducted a comprehensive irradiation
(290°C)/ annealing (450°C)/ reirradiation (290°C) test matrix, also well documented [9].
Synthesis and evaluation of all these data is presented in another contribution to this
Symposium [10].

The coarse grain version of YA1 and YA9 have been provided for the Belgian program. The
two materials, as well as plate HSST-02, have been used for accelerated irradiations in the high
flux test reactor BR2. The specific objective was to allow direct comparison with BR3 vessel
specimens extracted at nozzle elevation, a location with negligible radiation exposure. Results
available to-date are presented herein.

This paper emphasizes application of the SCK-CEN damage modeling and micromechanical



approach. The study is not complete: a large part, but not all CVN load-deflection traces
developed by YAEC and EPRI/DOE have been evaluated so far. The additional data are
expected to allow further refinement, but not to change the present conclusions.

2.CONCEPTUAL ASPECTS OF "ENHANCED SURVEILLANCE" [3]-[7]

This section outlines and updates the specific conceptual aspects needed to understand many of
the supportive figures in this paper and to grasp the full significance of the conclusions
reached.

2.1 In-service shift of fracture toughness versus physically-grounded CVN-shift.

Figure 1 displays the CVN load-temperature and shear fracture appearance diagram for the
BR3 vessel plate at nozzle elevation (it will be defended in §4.1 that this can be considered as
the "baseline" condition for the BR3 vessel from quarter to three-quarter thickness). The
temperature T, is used to index service-induced shifts of the dynamic fracture toughness KId

while To is similarly used for the crack arrest toughness KIa. At the temperature T,, ductile
crack growth initiation begins to raise the shear fracture appearance (SFA) above fully brittle
condition (SFA= zero); T, obeys an Orowan-type cleavage fracture criterion[6]: at or below this
temperature, the maximum load recorded by the strain gage instrumenting the Charpy tup
cannot be distinguished from the general yield load; at temperatures less than T,, brittle
fracture generally occurs below general yield load. On another hand, To characterizes the onset
of the CVN upper shelf: this is the temperature at or above which the brittle initiation and
arrest loads coincide: fully ductile condition is reached (SFA= 100%). All loads on Figure 1
have been transformed into stresses using well-known expressions [3][6]; this stress scaling is
strictly valid for the yield load only. Actually, such scaling is done with the purpose of
bringing together dynamic CVN yield stresses and uniaxial static yield strengths, as illustrated
by the top part of Figure 2. All curves on the two figures have analytical formulations; for
further reference in this paper, we need only to repeat in simplified form the equation used to
represent the yield stress [6]:

ay (T,E) = o0 (1-oT) +aP [1-(T/Te )
lHa] m (1)

T= test temperature
e= effective test strain rate
a0— thermally unactivated component of yield stress
a= coefficient of temperature dependence of Young modulus
cp= effective Peierls-type stress
To= critical temperature above which Peierls-type component vanishes (function of e)
m= 1.355 (shape coefficient for our representation of Peierls-type barriers [6])

Above Te (impact), static tensile and dynamic CVN yield stresses are thus normally equal
(Figure 2,top), while the extent of their difference with decreasing temperature is a measure of
the strain rate sensitivity of the steel, and in particular of the temperature difference between
K,o and K,d (Figure 2, bottom). Generally, irradiation increases the athermal component of the
yield stress o0 and therefore, T, increases; the closer T, gets to Te and the less is the
difference between K,c and KId: this fact, verified by numerous experimental observations
[4], is not taken advantage of by the regulatory nuclear application of the ASME code
[11]. The micromechanics module of the "enhanced surveillance" methodology aims at deriving
the irradiation effect on the lower part of Figure 2 from the effect (measured or predicted) for
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the upper part of such figure. Describing our recent, outstanding progress towards such goal is
beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2 In-service shift of crack arrest fracture toughness: further comments.

A substantial data bank of CVN load-SFA diagrams (as the one of Figure 1) has been
developed in the past three years. As illustrated by Figure 3, it was found that the CVN crack
arrest load-temperature behavior can almost always be well represented by an unique
exponential function ("master curve")

Fa(T)= A exp[0.036 <J-TJ\ (2)

T= test temperature (°C)
TA= reference arrest load temperature (°C)
A« 4 kN for ASTM and « 3.8 kN for DIN tup (conventional CVN specimen
geometry).

The points on Figure 3 belong to a number of unirradiated and irradiated base and weld testing
results, arbitrarily selected in the data bank. For each of these experiments, careful planimetry
SFA measurements were done; simultaneous fits of the load and SFA data were performed,
using the correlation previously derived [6] and further defended recently [4]. This "master
curve" approach has been applied to the work in this paper. There is a significant literature
background behind the idea that the temperature at a selected level of the CVN crack arrest
load or at a selected SFA level can be correlated to the Pellini drop weight transition
temperature NDT (e.g., [12]-[15]). It is believed that the CVN reference arrest load
temperature TA as defined here is close to the temperature T^g at which K,e reaches the
lOOMPaVm level. It has been recently proposed by Wallin [16] that TA= T^, -10°C (standard
deviation: l a = 13.6°C). For the definition of in-service shifts, it is thus quite acceptable to
write:

ATA= ANDT= ATm, (lOOMPaVm)
= ATO (3)

«AFATT

As compared to FATT and To, the TA- index is the most defendable in fracture mechanics
perspective because it corresponds to the most constrained fracture stage. The To-index entails
conditions closer to plane stress, but is nevertheless conservative because its defining load level
increases upon service. The FATT- index can be overconservative or, seldomly, (slightly)
unconservative. To correspond better with TA, the fracture appearance shift should be defined
at SFA level of about 33%.

2.3 Use of damage modeling.

Damage modeling is used to rationalize strengthening trends. Many features of this capability
as previously applied at Mol (e.g. [3]) are similar to the work of Fisher et. al. [17] and of
Odette et al. [18]. Numerous modifications, considered as improvements, have however been
developed in the past 12-15 months. This includes: comprehensive distinction between
hardening and strengthening; more refined superposition law for obstacles causing
strengthening; more sophisticated modeling for the contribution of copper rich precipitates
(CRPs) and for the contribution of so-called "matrix damage". Adequate prediction of post-
anneal reembrittlement has been considered a quality assurance criterion; even though such



data were not even taken into account for model development, the success was impressive. The
supposedly improved model has finally been applied to an extensive data base, not part of its
development [19]; the comparison has met with unmitigated success. All in all, strengthening
effects at any irradiation temperature in the range ~250-320°C and at any dose rate in the
range ~ 1E10 to 1E14 cm"2.s"1 are generally predicted to within ± 20 MPa for A302-B, A533-
B, A508, 22NiMoCr37,... welds, plates and forgings, and the residuals of prediction-versus-
experiment are unbiased. Yet, some erratic and puzzling discrepancies remain in about 5-10%
of the cases. It is beyond the scope of this paper to document this modeling effort, but it is
relevant to occasionally refer to it The predictions on Figure 4 are provided for this purpose.
They show that the irradiation temperature effect depends weakly on the steel copper content
and depends strongly on the steel nickel content above 0.7%; for the compositional range of
interest in this paper, the effect depends only mildly on neutron fluence and neutron dose rate.
The experimental data used for validation, but not for establishment of such predictions, ate the
ones in references [19]-[22].

As will be seen, strengthening models are not sufficient to predict the "whole story" of
transition temperature shifts, neither for notched nor for precracked RPV steel specimens. Such
models are however necessary if any reliable prediction is wanted.

3. BR3 VESSEL TESTING AND BR2/CHTVAS IRRADIATIONS.

3.1 Rationale.

The specific rationale for this project - part of enhanced surveillance demonstration efforts-
can best be described by reference to figures 5 and 6. Rigorous application of "conventional
surveillance" and accepted U.S. regulatory concepts leads to the upper bound limitation marked
on Figure 5 by the starred point [23]. This is largely due to the larger-than-expected shift
observed for the Yankee upper shell A302-B surveillance plate at Yankee Rowe (Fig. 5) and
also found at a slightly higher irradiation temperature in the BR3 surveillance capsules (see
[3]). The started point on Figure 5 is obtained by applying a correction based on USNRC
Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2 [24] (Figure 6.a) in order to account for an anticipated
detrimental influence of nickel in the BR3 and Yankee lower shell plates (these plates were not
monitored by the surveillance programs of the two plants). The other 1991 evaluation, shown
as full line on Figure 5, is also intended as upper bound for Yankee Rowe and BR3 plates, but
relies on "enhanced surveillance" concepts in their early, formative stage (as recently discussed
in [3]). The YAEC program subsequently developed all YA1 and YA9 data also gathered on
Figure 5; the two PT-A data belong to a BR3-surrogate, fine grain archive plate (T-L
orientation, low CVN upper shelf) [3]. Although Figure S shows no nickel influence on the
41J. CVN shift, this finding conflicts with a number of other indications to the contrary, and
the representativity of the surrogate plates was thus questioned. Uncertainties regarding the
role of nickel are illustrated by Figure 6: large effect according to USNRC Regulatory Guide
1.99 [24], lesser but still substantial effect for the French FIS formula [25], while for
strengthening at nickel contents less than 0.7%, the effect is not large (UCSB [19]) or is
negligible ([3] and unpublished work).

Disparities as the ones illustrated here call for a prudent and conservative position, and may
thus lead to unnecessary vessel anneal decisions (BR3), discourage license extension or
renewal (Yankee Rowe), If enhanced surveillance concepts are to meet with engineering
practicability and usefulness, they should be able to disentangle the above contradictions and
dilemmas. Such has been the rationale for the work summarized in this paper.
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a) Empirical Chemistry Factors for RPV Embrittlement
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3.2 BR3 Vessel Sampling and Testing.

The opportunity to learn better by sampling vessels at plants under decommissioning should
never be missed. Finding partners to fund such undertaking is never easy. This was essentially
impossible in the BR3 case because the vessel was wet-annealed in 1984 and was thus in the
irradiated-annealed-reirradiated (TAR) condition by the time of its shutdown in 1987:
comparison with conventional surveillance information is thus more complicated. Yet, a
positive sampling decision was taken by SCK-CEN in Fall 1994. The vessel trepanning was
successfully completed by January 1995, in cooperation with PCI Energy Services. Figure 7
(next page) is a sketch indicating that sampling was done at core midplane and at the elevation
of the nozzles, where the radiation exposure is negligible. The initial CVN impact test results
for the plate material at vessel quarter thickness have been published [7]. The recovery
achieved during the 1984 anneal was estimated as about 20% (see §4.2); this was done by
submitting a set of specimens, trepanned in the IAR condition, to a furnace anneal for one
week at 343 °C, thus producing the IAEA condition.

3.3 BR2/CHIVAS Irradiation ofBR3 and Yankee surrogate plates.

Well-targeted test reactor experiments are valuable to help establish PWR plant-specific
embrittlement trend curves; they allow in particular to complement information at high neutron
fluences (Plant Life Management/ Extension, PLM/PLEX), to enlarge the fracture toughness
data base, to assess the kinetics of damage mechanisms, including incubation effects. With
such purposes in mind, the pressurized water loop Callisto [26] in the high flux materials test
reactor BR2 has been adapted for irradiation of RPV steels under controlled water chemistry,
temperature (±3-5°C) and neutronic exposure conditions. This facility, named CHIVAS, has
been used for a first, rather extensive 1995 campaign encompassing CVN, tensile and
microstructure characterization specimens of up to eight commercial steels [7] [27]. Schematic
layout of the in-pile section for one of three identical loop legs is shown on Figure 8. Up to six
CVN-size specimens are loaded in a given row (A to I on the Figure) and more could be, if
axial flux variations exceeding ±5% were tolerated. Pedigreed neutron dosimetry has been
systematically applied and compares favourably with relative neutron transport theory
calculations, as illustrated by Figure 8. Overall quality assurance for the facility has been done
by comparing CVN and tensile properties obtained from exposure at 290°C of the JRQ
reference steel ([27] and unpublished work). A part of the CHIVAS 1995 irradiation and test
matrix has been dedicated to the Yankee/BR3 plate issue; Table I summarizes the project status
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for this subtask. The YA1 and YA9 plates here are the coarse grain versions.

Table I.
Status of CHIVAS Irradiations and Tests for Yankee/BR3 Plates

Run I.D.

CHIVAS-0

CHWAS-1

CHIVAS-2

CHIYAS-3

Temperature

290°C

150°C

260°C

260°C

/ No. Cvcles (a)

1

1

1

2

Steel

YA9

YA9
YA1
HSST-02

BR3
YA9
YA1
HSST-02

BR3
YA9
YA1
HSST-02

Already Tested ?

YES (This paper)

NO
NO
NO

YES (This paper)
NO
YES (This paper)
YES (This paper)

YES (This paper)
YES (This paper)
PARTLY (This paper)
NO

(a) Typical duration of one BR2 cycle is 18 days.

3.4 Results

In the interest of space, only part of the CHIVAS results are presented graphically. Figure 9
gathers CVN energies in function of temperature for the BR3, YA9 and YA1 plates, while
most of the CHIVAS load-SFA diagrams, to be discussed in Section 4, are given on Figures 12
to 14. However, Table II documents the fitting parameters for all load-SFA diagrams
specifically evaluated for this paper.

3.5. Impact ofBB3/CHIVAS Results.

3.5.1 Perspective: "Conventional" surveillance

In a conventional perspective, two important facts emerge:

1. The YA1 coarse grain plate and the BR3 plate sampled at the elevation of the vessel
nozzles display identical 41J. CVN shifts (Figure 9, c and d)

2. The 41J. CVN shift of the YA9 coarse grain A302-B plate in CHIVAS-3 (Fig. 9, b)
exceeds by 10°C the corresponding shift of the coarse grain A533-B plate YA1 (Fig.
9,d).

The second feet is in line with Hawthorne's observation [9] of a similar (15°C) difference for a
neutron fluence of 3.3 E19 cm*2 (>lMeV) at 288°C; we refer here to Hawthorne's "eyeball
curve fit method" and not to tanh fits of the same data -which give a much smaller difference
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(of only 0.5°C) [8]. The "eyeball fit" method applied by experts is much more able to capture
the fine structure automatically unravelled by computer fits based on the load-temperature
diagram method and its associated energy fractions [6] [15]; this last method is the one applied
to prepare Figure 9. The shift of 117°C reported by Hawthorne for YA9 at 3.3 E19 cm'2 and
288°C is also consistent with the CHF/AS-0 result of 110°C at 2.8 E19 cm"2 and 290°C
(Figure 9, a). For further discussion of this A3O2-B/A533-B difference, see Section 4.

The first fact basically eliminates the representativity concern outlined in §3.1. It was believed
that the 41J.-shift of YA1 was un-representatively small, but on the contrary, it is consistent
with the shift of the BR3 vessel plate. It may thus be legitimate to turn the questioning the
other way around: are empirical correlations such as the ones on Figure 6.a (Reg. Guide 1.99
and FIS formula') representative of real vessels ?

3.5.2 Perspective: "Enhanced" surveillance

It is useful to briefly discuss here the simple facts summarized by Figure 10. Consider first
Figure 10,a. The valid precracked Charpy K,o data for the BR3 plate at nozzle elevation and
the confidence intervals shown on the Figure have been obtained using Wallin's method [28] as
incorporated in an ASTM standard under final revision [29] (Note: twice as many
measurements have now been performed and confirm the bounds shown here). The ASME
Code Klc lower bound relies on the CVN-based RTNDT of -12°C for the BR3 vessel plate. The
PCCV data indicate a significantly more favourable static initiation toughness. This suggests
that evaluation of crack initiation (e.g. PTS) could be based on a temperature index
significantly lower than the RTNDT value, i.e. a value 40°C lower than currently accepted
should be adequate. The prior- 1995 status of 260°C irradiation data for Yankee/BR3 plate
embrittlement shown on Figure 5 is now complemented by the 1996 information gathered on
Figure 10,b. Not only is the predicted lack of nickel influence for Yankee/BR3 plates ([3] and
Figure 6.b) confirmed, but furthermore, the 41J. CVN -shift of the nickel-modified plate
remains below the 1991-predicted upper bound, even at very high neutron fluence. Considering
the extra-margin defendable on grounds of the fracture toughness tests, it is clear that the
margins against pressurized thermal shock (PTS) are quite substantial. Note that the 41J.
CVN-shifts of the BR3 and YA1 coarse grain plates are exactly the same, 150°C at 4.4 E19
cm'2 (Figure 9,c) and 177°C at 8.9 E19 cm'2 (Figure 9,d); the corresponding K,d- shifts of the
BR3 plate indicated by the reference temperature T, are less: respectively 105°C at 4.4 E19 cm*
2 and 155°C at 8.9 E19 cm'2 (Table IT). The Klc- shifts have not yet been measured, but have
been estimated to be close to the 41J. CVN-shifts for this type of plate. Commenting now on
crack arrest at the light of the considerations of §2.2, it can be seen that, according to the CVN
load-temperature diagram superposed on Figure 10,a (and taken from Figure 1), the reference
temperature TA is equal to 21°C (Table II). This indicates that K,s should reach lOOMPaVm at
=20-30°C (§ 2.2); the lower bound KIa ASME curve on this figure reaches this level at 51°C.
This may be considered reasonable (in contrast to the exagerated conservatism of the Klc lower
bound ASME curve). In the case of Ku, the in-service shifts are however significantly less than
the 41J. CVN-shifts, as indicated by the reference temperatures TA, To and FATT: 114 to
119°C at 4.4 E19 cm'2 and 135 to 142°C at 8.9 E19 cm'2. This means that pressure-temperature
limitations for normal operation can certainly be relaxed as compared to conventional
estimates.

4. DISCUSSION OF CVN LOAD-TEMPERATURE AND SFA DIAGRAMS.

Only selected illustrations are provided, but all numerical results are summarized in Table II.
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Table II. Summary of load-temperature diagram evaluation
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On each load-temperature diagram, the yield stress increase as indicated by an open vertical
arrow and a numerical value (MPa) on the right side of each figure pertains to the athermal
component of equation (1): this is equal to Ac0 ,the increase of athermal yield at 0 K, induced
by long range obstacles (such as CRPs). The open horizontal arrows refer to AT, and ATA. A
small vertical full line or arrow is always adjacent to the AT, arrow to indicate the relative
increase of microcleavage fracture stress. On the shear fracture appearance diagram associated
to each load-temperature diagram, the open horizontal arrow refers to AFATT; the dotted lines
are intended at reminding the correlation to the loads (stresses) shown as full lines on the
corresponding top diagram.

4.1 Baseline Considerations

The upper shelf CVN energies for the BR3 plate at nozzle elevation on Figure 9,c are lower
than for the surrogate plate YA1. The question could be asked: is this due to some thermal
ageing effect, especially as BR3 was annealed for one week at 343°C, and operated during
about 10 E.F.P.Y. at 260°C ? If so, could the "true" BR3 baseline display a lower 41J.
temperature ? On damage modeling grounds, the answer is no, such effects are negligible in
this case. Comparison of the load-temperature diagrams shows that the yield and maximum
loads of YA1 are larger than for the BR3 "baseline11 (by 40 MPa, in stress scale), while the
corresponding deflections are the same. Straigthforward integration confirms that the shelf
energy difference is due to the load difference. This difference of flow properties causes a
difference of 20°C on T,: namely, the BR3 plate is tougher in the transition range than YA1.
Three-point slow bend PCCV tests confirm this conclusion: the median Kj0 master curve for
YAl reaches 100 MPaVm at -20°C, as compared to -55°C for BR3 (Figure 10,a): this is a
35°C difference, versus 20°C for T:. The CVN energy curves are not sensitive enough to reflect
these differences. Note finally that the BR3 nozzle elevation tests entail specimens cut at both
the quarter- and half- thickness depths in the vessel, and no detectable difference is to be seen
[7], probably because the vessel is only about 10.5 cm thick.

4.2 Anneal recovery ofBR3 vessel plate

It is generally accepted that a wet anneal temperature of 343°C does not affect the CRP
contribution to embrittlement and this view is consistent with the damage modeling work
referred to in § 2.3. The annealed defects, the most unstable component of so-called "matrix
damage", are regenerated after the anneal and the kinetics of their production is rather fast,
leading to near saturation at low neutron fluence. The re-anneal of the BR3 plate, IAR to
IARA, is expected to be comparable to the original anneal (condition I to IA). On a CVN
energy-temperature plot, it is difficult to notice any recovery (Fig. 4 in [7]), although there is
some (Fig. 5 in [7]). The percentage recovery derived from the CVN load-temperature
diagrams is as follows:

Ao0 29%
AT, 21%
ATA 27%

AFATT 29%

4.3 Effect of irradiation temperature

Figures 11 and 12 are typical. A same comparison for YAl coarse grain plate gives similar
results. At a neutron fluence of 2.8 E19 cm-2 (>lMeV), for the three plates HSST-02, YAl
and YA9, the increase Aa0 is in the range 202-210 MPa at 260°C and in the range 125-138
MPa at 288-290°C. This corresponds, for room temperature tests, to an irradiation temperature
effect as follows:



For a,™1- 2.6, 2.1 and 2.3 °C/MPa for HSST-02, YAl and YA9 respectively.

The irradiation temperature effect for transition temperatures is as follows:

For T, 0.83, 1.5 and 0.67 °C/°C for HSST-02, YAl and YA9 respectively
For TA 0.83, 1.2 and 0.33 °C/°C

The effect on a^' is consistent with Figure 4. On another hand, damage modeling can be
successful in predicting transition temperature shifts only if the ratio AT/Aay is reasonably
constant or if changes can be accounted for. Table II shows that this ratio can vary from -0.3
to -0.9, a three-fold difference. Thus, it is not surprising that even the order of irradiation
temperature sensitivities can be different for strengthening and transition temperature increases.
The most outstanding disparity here is for the arrest temperature TA of YA9, reflected also on
FATT (Figure 12) and on the 41J. temperature TT41 (Figure 10,b). Comparing the 41J. shift
observed for YA9 at 290°C and 3.3 E19 cm'2 by Hawthorne [9] to the YAEC result at 260°C
and 2.8 E19 cm'2 [8] shows exactly the same: a surprisingly low irradiation temperature
sensitivity, not in line with strengthening trends. This stems primarily from the influence of the
microcleavage fracture stress discussed in § 4.S.

4.4 Effect of nickel alloying

Figure 13 corresponds to the energy curves of Figure 9,c and confirms, in the enhanced
surveillance format, that the irradiation sensitivities of the BR3 and coarse grain plates YAl are
very similar. This figure will serve for the following discussion of Figures 14 and 15. It has
recently been suggested by Hawthorne that the high phosphorus content (0.026%) of YA9 may
be responsible for a somewhat greater radiation embrittlement and post-anneal reembrittlement
sensitivity of this material, as compared to the higher nickel plate YAl. Figures 14 and 15 are
partially consistent with Hawthorne's experiments: ATA and AFATT are indeed somewhat larger
for YA9 than for YAl and BR3, but the situation is more mixed for AT t. However, within
experimental uncertainties, strengthening Ao0 for the three plates is comparable. So, if
phosphorus plays a role, this should be in terms of some form of temper embrittlement and
intergranular fracture, not through precipitation within the matrix, but then, the stress at T,
would decrease upon irradiation: on the contrary, it increases, more markedly so for YA9 than
for BR3 and YAl. Furthermore, the BR3 plate has a relatively high phosphorus content
(0.020%). Finally, phosphorus precipitation effects seem detectable only at copper contents less
than about 0.1% [30].

The present conclusion is that, in line with Figure 6,b (Mol curve), nickel alloying at contents
<0.7% does not directly affect the irradiation sensitivity of Yankee/BR3 type plates. To be
understood, transition temperature trends require to consider other parameters than the flow
properties, as briefly discussed next

4.5 Effect of microcleavage fracture stress

The microcleavage fracture stress of* is a measure of the stress needed to trigger brittle
fracture, starting with the nucleation of microcracks (e.g. in carbides, inclusions,...), followed
by their propagation into the ferrite, then across grain boundaries, ...Defining the concept does
not require to know all the complex microscopic details, such as whether nucleation, or which
propagation mechanism, controls. Yet, by nature, of* is a statistical parameter characteristic of
a microscopic stress distribution, and is generally unknown. What can be experimentally
determined is some average "microscopic" stress representing the stress field generated ahead
of a notch or crack, weighted by the probability to find a microstructural feature capable to
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trigger fracture at any considered stress. This type of quantity, if obtained from notched
specimens, is usually assimilated to of* (e.g., [31]-[34]). We follow this practice for this
discussion. Here, of* is derived from the CVN load-temperature diagram as the product of the
stress at T, by the applicable plastic stress concentration factor [35]. Physically, T, is
determined by the flow stress and by of*. It is generally assumed that for RPV steels, of* does
not depend on the test temperature and is not affected by irradiation. If so, it is a trivial matter
to predict transition temperature shifts on basis of strengthening effects as rationalized by
damage modeling. However, it has been occasionally reported that Gf* is not always constant
with increasing test temperature: it can decrease at low temperature [36] and sometimes
increase in the transition range, depending on the type of cleavage triggering event [37].

Figure 16, a partial compilation taken from a CVN load-temperature data base under
development, shows a distinct increase of of* upon irradiation, as quantified by the R.T. yield
strength (increasing with irradiation). The figure caption states "irradiation seems to increase...":
this is not because there is any doubt that ot* increases, but rather because what exactly
happens is intricate:

-how much does the increase reflect a simple dependency of of* on test temperature
(T, increases when the yield strength increases) ?

-or is there an intrinsic irradiation effect, such as a decrease of the grain size
dependence of the yield stress due to irradiation-enhanced segregation to grain
boundaries ?

- or must one assume a combination of the above possibilities ?

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss our current insight into these complex issues. In
any event, the transition temperature Tx does not correlate well at all with the R.T. yield
strength and this causes unacceptable uncertainties on ratios such as ATI/ Aoy

RX or, worse,
ATT41/ AcTy*"1"'. It is necessary to account for ot*, as shown by Figure 17 for the materials of
direct relevance to this paper.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

The main conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. The wet anneal recovery of the BR3 plate was poor, the anneal was not necessary
because the PTS screening criterion was never reached, especially if one considers the
additional baseline margin for Kl0 of 40°C demonstrated by fracture mechanics testing

2. Based on our evaluation, it is likely that the PTS screening criterion was also never
reached for the Yankee Rowe lower and upper shell plates

3. As opposed to current regulatory guidance, the role of nickel is negligible for the
Yankee and BR3 plates, and, more generally, seems negligible insofar as the nickel
content does not exceed 0.7%

4. In order to rationalize the effects of in-service exposure on RPV steels, it is
necessary, but not sufficient to develop reliable strengthening models; the influence of
the microcleavage fracture stress must also be quantified.
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